
Eco Essence Homes                                        info@ecoessencehomes.com.au                                        0755 200 720 www.ecoessencehomes.com.au 
Photographs/Renders in this brochure may depict fixtures, finishes and features not supplied by Eco Essence Homes. Accordingly Eco Essence Homes is a custom design 

and build company and final build prices may vary depending on the final floor plan fixtures, finishes and features selected by the client. 

 

          

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We show families how to find sanctuary in 

homes that breathe 
By engaging one of Australia’s leaders in sustainable housing you 
can be assured of thoughtful sustainable design, high level of 

inclusions and specialist craftsmanship, with the added incentive of 

bridging the gap between traditional ‘project’ home construction and 
bespoke architectural homes. Our homes have an exceptional level 

of inclusions and finishes as a base standard that you will find on the 

market, all with thermal performance and maximum energy efficiency 

of your home in mind. 

 

Discover the Pacific Series 
A range of homes stemming from the roots of Pacific Islander 

bungalows and traditional Queenslander construction, standing as an 

architectural platform built with a mix of natural materials, simple and 

rustic design features, sustainable living & strong connections to its 

flawless beachside setting. Designed for the sub tropical climate, 

effortless weatherboard cladding, pitched VJ lined ceilings, rustic 

timber beams, grassed permeable driveway, polished concrete 

floors, colonial window detailing, floating mezzanine level or quirky IT 

nook, feature timber shelving intricate timber pergola, chunky round 

timber posts, covered north facing deck and expansive wrap around 

verandah, plenty of room for the hammock between the palm trees to 

just drift away. These are just some of the luxuries the Pacific range 

has to offer creating a clear synergy between all the elements that 

offers a truly captivating, liveable and quirky home. Designed around 

unique combination of privacy and family sharing, the Pacific range 

offers every family member and friends a place to relax, unwind and 

enjoy each other company. 

THE PACIFIC 

COLLECTION 


